
DREAM CORPS

In my country if you wake, snatched
from the dream half-done, you ring
the alarm, there’s a pull by every bed

(in my country) and soon, their cars
flashing green in the night, friends come,
for they know I would do it for them,

come to help me re-enter the dream.
They build the set — I sit — a bridge,
killing shadows under it, all these

they paint, high steps, a pub. From a truck
they roll out mirrors, chests, dress a boy 
in Elizabethan street costume, teach him

to pour ale. In the half-dark my friends
pat each other, practice their lines, and
whisper to me “tell us where to stand,

tell us what to say.” “You are the director,”
my friends say. It matters to them
that I dream, that I dream on in my country.
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TSUNAMI 

A soliton is
a singularity
of wave 
motion, an edge
traveling just
that way. We saw
one, once
filmed moving heed-
lessly cross
a platinum surface.
Solitons pass
through
each
other
unperturbed.

You are a wave.
Not standing, nor
traveling, satisfying
no equation.
You are a wave
which will not be (Fourier)
analyzed.
You are a wave; in
your eyes I sink
willingly.

LAVA

I think the chaparral 
grows at night, starkly

violating the laws 
of photosynthesis; for

in the moon’s stringent 
light there are only

vital signs — this splurge 
of wild animal fur,

glistening green-black 
off the pale hills’ grass

ground.  What life, owls’ 
haunt, the refulgent, oily

blackness of a bee swarm 
on the way to a new hive.

The chaparral is moving,
the chaparral may be

moving, unseen, hollow
to hollow every night.
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CORRAL ( fOR CARLOs fuentes )

(1) To grow animal, smart, the membranes 
of eucaryotic cells rim, twice, the 
coded library of the nucleus, tangle

then fuse to the gaudy network of sacs 
of the endoplasmic reticulum. Pinched off 
subcellular organelles empower cells

with the know-how to reject transplants, 
wrap a myelin sheath around a neuron, see 
red, and then, see yellow. Still better

microscopes make out more partitions. 
In the emerging inner texture, freedom, 
to change, is built from lipid-tailored

confinements, warm prisons where enzyme 
brews gel. Ways in and out are ingenious: 
shaped pores, embrasures, and this chemical

escalator called active transport. Fluid, 
mosaic, the membranes’ holed sequestering / works.

(2) In 1655 Juana Inés de Asbaje begged 
her mother to dress her as a boy, so 
that she could study at the University

of Mexico. At the court of the viceroy 
she astounded forty professors with her 
mathematics and Latin odes. But it was not

a time for learned women in Mexico, so 
Juana entered the convent of San Jeronimo; 
within, watched two girls spinning a top, and

from what she called her black inclination 
for wisdom, had flour sprinkled, so that as 
the top danced out its loss of momentum

one might see its spiral trace, and not 
a circle. Juana mixed earths, and in a library 
of 4000 volumes wrote theology and love

poems. Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, shutting 
herself in the cell where knowing is permitted.

enOuGH ALReADY 

You walk in to the sun- 
splashed olives’ mossy

trunks, greener than  
fresh grass. This doesn’t

seem to be enough 
so you think—even

here they grow olives 
only on warm terraces;

and ask who first found  
olives had to be cured?

This cleverness, too  
does not satisfy. So, 

walking hand-in-hand 
into the grove you say: 

the world needs us  
(and other lovers)

to give such life; which  
would do nicely for most,

save those who’d leave it 
for a Creator. But

then, alone, you look  
real close, and the black

spot on the green bark 
you reach for sharpens

into inch-and-a-half of  
scorpion, you see a

red beetle, and by God, 
that does suffice.

ReWRIt

When God made the sun 
he lay back on his white 
sand beach, and reaching 
out, with both pale hands, 
into his space, he shaped 
there a sphere of hydrogen, 
God did, set it alight 
with his nuclear fire. He 
felt, God felt, its warmth 
on his soft hand. And 
it was good, it was his sun.

When God set about next 
to make the moon, he put 
his feet on the ice cap 
of Mars, and reached out 
again, seizing a piece 
of an old sun, and God 
threw it, like a snowball, 
at his earth. The earth 
rocked, and so the moon, 
God’s moon, came to be.   
He felt its reflecting light, 
and it was good, his moon.

When the time came for God 
to people this blue earth, 
he stood knee-deep in paddy 
and sea, and, dear God, he 
didn’t make people in his 
image, but just reached out 
his now sunburnt hands 
to plant a mitochondrion, 
here a squid’s eye, a seed  
of rice. Hazard he gave them, 
rules, God’s time, and soon 
enough, the creatures came, 
spoke. It was good, the word 
between God and his people.

HeRe’s WHAt tHe WInD CAn DO

sweep up the gully
as aery serpents
of tall grass
elsewhere
steady but shifting
bend thistles
into treble clefs
and ampersands or
rampant
fell a redwood
pulling its roots
an oak span
into the air
even
remind me
of you
blowing across
my sweaty belly.

HERE’S WHAT THISTLES CAN DO

spread
with a natural vengeance
like a shantytown,
like a fire
whose blue flames
burn through the summer light.
In the slow bang
of the green world
they create
inviolable space
yet serve
as a floret feeding
niche
for hoppers, bumblebees,
a spiked perch
for hunterflies.
I’ve seen thistles
bent by herbicide
into treble clefs
and ampersands and
surmount that.
Elsewhere,
I’ve seen an old thistle
sway under a finch.
And the other day
one forced me
from my path,
closer to you.

neW tRAffIC PAtteRns AHeAD

Let me eat the crumbs off your muffin
darling,
      let me try
      to simplify
my life.  I’m tired of pavlova
and kiwi,
      tongue in jelly
      vermicelli
plain vanilla’s what I need,
just like they show it on TV.

Let me eat the crumbs off your muffin
baby,
      drop deluxe
      sell the tux
real cheap.  I’ll slip on my western gear,
brass buckle,
      Springsteen’s
      pale blue jeans
country music’s in town and you’ve
got piles of that NEH money.

Let me eat the crumbs off your muffin
honey,
      no more of
      Raskolnikov
He’s dull; I’ve taken up computer
science.  You
      know the Mac’s
      got sexy syntax
So let’s move to Tulsa; you can teach
a course on Yeats and Ammons.

tHe BeRInG BRIDGe

The old men say
the sky was once so close
that if you shot an arrow up
it would bounce back at you. The sky
swallowed birds. Sometimes it lay
like the luxuriating fog
just above our tents
and a man could climb
to the opening at the top, 
where the smoke went out
and talk to the gods.
Then the redwoods came, sacrificing
all to the main trunk, and
they jacked up the sky, 
and then men with balloons and telescopes
pushed it back further,
so it became difficult to talk straight to the /gods,
one had to yell, or use the intercession of/shamans.
Now I have flown myself across the Pacific,
seen the deep sky blue at 30,000 ft.
They say a man has walked on the moon.
They say the earth is getting warmer.
I see smog, the sky coming back down
over/California. 
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THE BOND
  
Come, Mr. Gottlieb, you can do it,
I know. And I did — skin the others 
for this pink-cheeked German gentleman.
For he had good reasons, barbed wire,
and he did give me true instruction,
the word, a manual. And he put
in my hand the knife cut from an old
ram’s horn. Practice on deer,
if you like, he said, and—there
were deer in the fence, and the knife 
with the old letters carved in the bone
slipped through the fat, sticking
in just a few places. They taught me well.
And he, well-dressed, his shoes polished,
stood on the side, watching, and I knew
he’d go on to ask me to skin myself.
For him I could learn even that.
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